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Seminar at July 4th 

• How does it observed?  
• What should we do next? 

July 13th, 2011 IPMU seminar 5 

July 4, 2012



Is particle physics over?



Planck Collaboration: Cosmological parameters

Fig. 1. Planck foreground-subtracted temperature power spectrum (with foreground and other “nuisance” parameters fixed to their
best-fit values for the base ⇤CDM model). The power spectrum at low multipoles (` = 2–49, plotted on a logarithmic multi-
pole scale) is determined by the Commander algorithm applied to the Planck maps in the frequency range 30–353 GHz over
91% of the sky. This is used to construct a low-multipole temperature likelihood using a Blackwell-Rao estimator, as described
in Planck Collaboration XV (2013). The asymmetric error bars show 68% confidence limits and include the contribution from un-
certainties in foreground subtraction. At multipoles 50  `  2500 (plotted on a linear multipole scale) we show the best-fit CMB
spectrum computed from the CamSpec likelihood (see Planck Collaboration XV 2013) after removal of unresolved foreground com-
ponents. The light grey points show the power spectrum multipole-by-multipole. The blue points show averages in bands of width
�` ⇡ 31 together with 1� errors computed from the diagonal components of the band-averaged covariance matrix (which includes
contributions from beam and foreground uncertainties). The red line shows the temperature spectrum for the best-fit base ⇤CDM
cosmology. The lower panel shows the power spectrum residuals with respect to this theoretical model. The green lines show the
±1� errors on the individual power spectrum estimates at high multipoles computed from the CamSpec covariance matrix. Note the
change in vertical scale in the lower panel at ` = 50.
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Five evidences
for physics beyond SM
• Since 1998, it became clear that there are 

at least five missing pieces in the SM

• non-baryonic dark matter

• neutrino mass

• dark energy

• apparently acausal density fluctuations

• baryon asymmetry

We don’t really know their energy scales...



neutrino mass



Amazing
HUGE progress since 1998 Super-K
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Neutrinos and relativity
Faster than the speed of light
What does an experiment that seems to contradict Einstein’s theory of relativity
really mean?

IN 1887 physicists were feeling
pretty smug about their subject.
They thought they understood
reality well, and that the future
would just be one of ever more
precise measurements. They could
not have been more wrong. The
next three decades turned physics
on its head, with the discovery of
electrons, atomic nuclei,
radioactivity, quantum theory and
the theory of relativity. But the
grit in the pearl for all this was a
strange observation made that year by two researchers called Albert Michelson and Edward
Morley that the speed of light was constant, no matter how fast the observer was travelling.

Some physicists are wondering whether their subject has just had another Michelson-Morley
moment. On September 23rd researchers at CERN, Europe’s main physics laboratory,
announced that subatomic particles called neutrinos had apparently sped from the lab’s
headquarters near Geneva, through the Earth’s crust, to an underground detector 730km (450
miles) away around 60-billionths of a second faster than light would take to cover the same
distance (see article (http://www.economist.com/node/21530946) ). The difference in speed is
tiny, but the implications are huge.

As every schoolboy (and journalist with access to Wikipedia) knows, this flies in the face of
special relativity, a theory devised by Albert Einstein precisely to explain the observation of
Michelson and Morley. Special relativity, which physicists thought they had tested almost to
destruction, and found not wanting, states that as objects speed up, time slows down. Time
stops altogether on reaching the 299,792,458 metres per second at which light zaps through a
vacuum. Go any faster and you would be moving backwards in time.

803Like 0



Confusing data
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• mu/e ratio
• problem w/ Water Ch?
• neutron BG?
• particle ID?
• proton decay?
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Atmospheric neutrinos

IMB, PRL 69, 1010 (1992)
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Typical Theorist’s View 
ca. 1990

• Solar Neutrino Problem must be solved by 
Small Angle MSW solution because it is so 
beautiful

• Important scale for oscillation is Δm2≈10-100 
eV2 because it is cosmologically relevant

• θ23 must be about θ23≈Vcb≈0.04
• atmospheric neutrino anomaly must go away 

because it requires large mixing angle

Wrong!

Wrong!
Wrong!

Wrong!



Questions
• mass hierarchy?
• mass scale?
• which octant?
• Is θ23 maximal?
• CP violation?
• Dirac or Majorana?
• sterile neutrinos?
• non-std interactions?
• origin of neutrino mass?
• seesaw?  which type?
• leptogenesis?
• dark matter?
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baryon asymmetry



20. Big-Bang nucleosynthesis 3
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Figure 20.1: The abundances of 4He, D, 3He, and 7Li as predicted by the standard
model of big-bang nucleosynthesis — the bands show the 95% CL range. Boxes
indicate the observed light element abundances (smaller boxes: ±2σ statistical
errors; larger boxes: ±2σ statistical and systematic errors). The narrow vertical
band indicates the CMB measure of the cosmic baryon density, while the wider
band indicates the BBN concordance range (both at 95% CL).

In recent years, high-resolution spectra have revealed the presence of D in high-
redshift, low-metallicity quasar absorption systems (QAS), via its isotope-shifted Lyman-α
absorption [23–28]. It is believed that there are no astrophysical sources of deuterium [29],
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Inflation
• density fluctuation is 

apparently acausal
• Also T-E correlation 

shows photons flowed 
out from dense region, 
unlike in causal 
mechanisms (e.g. strings)

• beautifully Gaussian

WMAP SEVEN-YEAR OBSERVATIONS: POWER SPECTRA AND WMAP-DERIVED PARAMETERS 5
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Figure 3. The 7-year temperature-polarization (TE) cross-power
spectrum measured by WMAP. The second trough (TE<0) in the
spectrum in the vicinity of l = 450 is now clearly detected. The
green curve is the ΛCDM model best fit to the 7-year WMAP data,
as in Figure 1. The plotted errors depict the diagonal elements
of the covariance matrix and include both cosmic variance and
instrument noise. A complete error treatment is incorporated in
the WMAP likelihood code. Note that the plotted spectrum is
(l + 1)CTE

l
/(2π), and not l(l+ 1)CTE

l
/(2π).

2.4. Temperature-Polarization (TE, TB) Cross Spectra

The 7-year temperature-polarization cross power spec-
tra were formed using the same methodology as the 5-
year spectrum (Page et al. 2007; Nolta et al. 2009). For
l ≤ 23 the cosmological model likelihood is estimated
directly from low-resolution temperature and polariza-
tion maps. The temperature input is a template-cleaned,
co-added V+W band map, while the polarization in-
put is a template-cleaned, co-added Ka+Q+V band map
(Gold et al. 2009). In this regime, the spectrum can be
inferred from the conditional likelihood of Cl values (in-
dividual or binned), but these estimates are only used
for visualization.
For l > 23, the temperature-polarization spectra are

derived using the MASTER quadratic estimator, ex-
tended to include polarization data (Page et al. 2007).
(As above, the MASTER spectrum is evaluated from
l = 2, but the result from l = 2 − 23 is discarded.) The
temperature input is a template-cleaned, co-added V+W
band map, while the polarization input is a template-
cleaned, co-added Q+V+W band map. The inclusion of
W-band data in the high-l TE and TB spectra is new
with the 7-year data release (Jarosik et al. 2010). Since
the W band radiometers have the highest angular resolu-
tion, the inclusion of W band significantly enhances the
sensitivity of these high-l spectra.
The 7-year TE spectrum measured byWMAP is shown

in Figure 3. For all except the first bin, the MAS-
TER values and their Gaussian errors are plotted. The
first bin shows the conditional maximum likelihood value
based on the pixel likelihood mentioned above, and the
MASTER error bar. The slight adjustment for fsky,TE
is included in the error bars. With two additional years
of integration and the inclusion of W band data, we now
detect the TE signal with a significance of 21σ, up from
13σ with the 5-year data. Indeed, for l < 300 the TE er-
ror is about 60% of the 5-year value, and for l > 300 the
sensitivity improvement is even larger due to W band’s
finer resolution. At l = 800 the 7-year TE error is 35% of

the 5-year value. A qualitatively new feature seen in the
7-year spectrum is a second trough (TE<0) near l = 450.
See Figure 4 for a comparison of the 7-year to 5-year er-
ror bars, for the TE and TB spectra. Overall, the TE
data are quite consistent with the simplest 6-parameter
ΛCDM model; we discuss its goodness-of-fit in §5.
The observed TE signal is the result of a specific polar-

ization pattern around hot and cold spots in the temper-
ature anisotropy. In particular, the acoustic peak struc-
ture in TE corresponds to a series of concentric rings of
alternating radial and tangential polarization (relative to
a radial reference direction). Komatsu et al. (2010) per-
form a stacking analysis of the 7-year temperature and
polarization maps and show that the effect is detected in
the 7-year WMAP sky maps with a significance of 8σ.
The 7-year TB spectrummeasured byWMAP is shown

in Figure 5. In this case, because the signal-to-noise ra-
tio is low, the MASTER points and their Gaussian errors
are plotted over the full l range, including the first bin.
The measured spectrum is consistent with zero: the χ2

for the null hypothesis (TB=0) is 851 for 777 degrees of
freedom. The probability to exceed that amount is 3.2%,
which is somewhat low but not compellingly so. The ab-
sence of a detectable signal is consistent with the ΛCDM
model, which predicts zero. It is also an indication that
systematic errors and foreground contamination are not
significant at the level of ∼ 0.1 µK2 in (l + 1)CTB

l .
Komatsu et al. (2010) use the 7-year TE and TB data

to place limits on polarization rotation due to parity vio-
lating effects. Polarization rotation would cause TE sig-
nal generated at the last scattering surface to transform
into observed TB power. The absence of TB signal leads
to an upper limit on rotation of∆α = −1.1◦±1.3◦(stat)±
1.5◦(sys).

2.5. Polarization (EE, EB, BB) Spectra

The most reliable way to estimate the low-l polar-
ization spectra is to use the pixel-space likelihood code
to generate the posterior distributions of individual (or
binned) Cl values. In the 7-year data, this code is based
on a co-added Ka+Q+V map. The most conservative,
but costly, method is to produce a Markov Chain that
allows each Cl to vary independently; the resulting dis-
tribution of any single Cl will be the marginalized dis-
tribution for that multipole moment. A Gibbs sampling
technique could also be used, but this works best with
a high signal-to-noise ratio. However, Gibbs sampling in
lower signal-to-noise regions can be performed success-
fully, as shown by Jewell et al. (2009). A much more
tractable approach is to compute the conditional likeli-
hood in which the likelihood of a single Cl is evaluated
while all other moments are held fixed. We adopt the
latter approach to visualize the low-l EE and BB spec-
tra. In the context of parameter fitting, the estimated
Cl are constrained to vary according to the model.
Figure 6 shows the conditional likelihood for the EE

multipoles from l = 2–7 for two different reference spec-
tra. The black curves show the likelihood of CEE

l when
the CEE

l′ are fixed to the best-fit ΛCDM model for l′ ̸= l.
The red curves are the analogous distributions when the
reference spectrum is taken to be the maximum likeli-
hood spectrum. This maximum likelihood spectrum was
obtained by numerical maximization of the likelihood



Creation?
nb(t=0)≠0



Evolution!
nb(t=0)=0 ⇒ nb(t>tb)≠0



beginning of the Universe
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matter anti-matter



shortly after

1,000,000,002 1,000,000,000

matter anti-matter

1

anti-matter needs to 
convert into matter

ν?



Universe now

2

This is how we survived!

us

matter anti-matter



Baryon
Asymmetry
• Kobayashi and Maskawa phase                       

can only explain ηb≈αW5 J≈10–27                 
( J=Im det[Yu

† Yu , Yd
† Yd ]≈10–20 )

1. new sources of CPV are needed
2. we also need to see how anti-matter can turn 

into matter
3. non-equilibrium to break detailed balance

quark sector: LHCb, SuperKEKB, rare kaon decays
lepton sector: CPV in neutrinos, 0νββ, LFV
both sectors: proton decay

Planck



energy scale?



Three frontiers of research in particle physics form 
an interlocking framework that addresses 
fundamental questions about the laws of nature  
and the cosmos.
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Rare effects from 
high energies

• Effects of high-energy physics mostly 
disappear by power suppression

• can be classified systematically

L = LSM +
1

⇤
L5 +

1

⇤2
L6 + · · ·

L5 = (LH)(LH) ! 1

⇤
(LhHi)(LhHi) = m⌫⌫⌫

L6 = QQQL, L̄�µ⌫Wµ⌫Hl, ✏abcW
aµ
⌫ W b⌫

� W c�
µ ,

(H†DµH)(H†DµH), Bµ⌫H
†Wµ⌫H, · · ·



unique role of mν
• Lowest order effect of physics at short 

distances
• tiny effect: (mν/Eν)2≈(0.1eV/GeV)2≈10–20!
• interferometry (e.g. Michaelson-Morley)
• need a coherent source
• need a long baseline
• need interference (i.e. large mixing angle)

• Nature was kind to provide them all!
• neutrino interferometry (a.k.a. oscillation) a 

unique tool to study physics at very high E
• probing up to Λ≈1014 GeV

25



Leptogenesis

• Presumably three νR

• One of them lives long and decays late

• Majorana: νR = νR

• @tree-level, decays 50:50 to νL+h, νL+h*

• @one-loop, 

_

_

�(⇥R ! ⇥L + h) / 1� �

�(⇥R ! ⇥̄L + h⇤) / 1 + �

ΔL≠0



Anomaly!

• W and Z bosons 
massless at high 
temperature

• W field fluctuates just 
like in thermal plasma

• solve Dirac equation in 
the presence of the 
fluctuating W field

Δq=Δq=Δq=ΔL



What anomaly can do

• 1,000,000,000 q

• 1,000,000,000 q

• 1,000,000,000 ν

• 1,000,000,002 ν

_

_

• 1,000,000,001 q

• 1,000,000,000 q

• 1,000,000,000 ν

• 1,000,000,001 ν
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Non-trivial success!
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Figure 10: Analytical lower bounds on M1 (circles) and Ti (dotted line) for m1 = 0,

ηCMB
B = 6 × 10−10 and matm = 0.05 eV. The analytical results are compared with the

numerical ones (solid lines). The vertical dashed lines indicate the range (msol,matm).

The gray triangle at large M1 and large !m1 is excluded by theoretical consistency (cf. ap-

pendix A).

Fig. 10 shows the analytical results for Mmin
1 (!m1), based on Eq. (107) for thermal initial

abundance (thin lines) and the sum of Eqs. (109) and (110) for zero initial abundance

(thick lines). For comparison also the numerical results (solid lines) are shown. The

absolute minimum for M1 is obtained for thermal initial abundance in the limit !m1 → 0,

for which κf = 1. The corresponding lower bound on M1 can be read off from Eq. (120)

and at 3 σ one finds

M1 ! 4 × 108 GeV . (121)

This result is in agreement with [10] and also with the recent calculation [12]. Note that the

lower bound on M1 becomes much more stringent in the case of only two heavy Majorana

neutrinos [28]. The bound for thermal initial abundance is model independent. However,

it relies on some unspecified mechanism which thermalizes the heavy neutrinos N1 before

the temperature drops considerably below M1. Further, the case !m1 ≪ 10−3 eV is rather

artificial within neutrino mass models, and in this regime a pre-existing asymmetry would

not be washed out [2].

31

successful
region

m̃1 =
(m†

DmD)11
M1

di Bari, Plümacher,
Buchmüller



Final Results

Mercury exclusion
Chargino contour

ACME exclusion

Preferred by EWBG

Open the Heavy 
Higgs CPV search

Stau contour

LG. Bian, T. Liu, J. S, 1411.6695

Tuesday, January 20, 2015

Jing Shu NMSSM = MSSM + singlet Higgs

|de|<8.7×10–29 ecm

EW 
baryogenesis



How do we test it?

build a 1014 GeV collider



indirect evidences

• Is CP violated in 
neutrino sector?

• Is neutrino Majorana?

• collect archaeological 
evidences



prospects
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Excitement
• CP violation in neutrino sector may be 

observable with conventional technique
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Hyper-Kamiokande 
‣Leptonic CP Violation
‣Nucleon Decays
‣Astroparticle physics
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higher intensity ν by 
upgraded J-PARC

Hyper-K

SunSupernova

x25 Larger ν Target
& Proton Decay Source

Proton 
Decays

~0.6GeV  νμ
295km baseline
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MINERvA 

MINOS+ (far) 
at 2340 ft level 

5 kton 

MINOS (near) 

operating 
since 2005 
350 kW (>400 kW) 

NOvA (far) 
Surface 
14 kton 

detector complete 
taking data 

→700 kW in 2016 

MicroBooNE 
commissioning 

(LAr TPC) 

NOvA 
(near) 
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 1300 km (on-axis) 

                     New beamline 
 

Near detector 

“LBNF” Far detector at 4850 ft level >10 kton " 40 kton LAr TPC 
700 kW " 1.2 MW(PIP II)  " 2.3 MW  

Lankford, American regional report 

+ Short-baseline neutrino program 
being defined 

LBNF 
!  Fermilab Neutrino Programme 



anarchy

35

θ23

θ12
θ13

Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (de Gouvêa, HM)
nature has 47% chance to choose this kind of numbers

Miriam-Webster: “A utopian society of individuals 
who enjoy complete freedom without government”

neutrinos

symmterylarge mixing



Xiaochuan Lu, Murayama

random mass matrices

no direct connection to CP violation in oscillation
but a plausibility test

N1(+2), N2(+1), N3(0)

L1(0), L2(0), L3(0)

✏(�1) ⇡ 0.1
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Can anti-matter 
turn into matter?

• proton is positively charged, 
anti-proton negatively

• can never turn into each other
• But neutrinos or anti-neutrinos 

do not have electric charge
• neutrinoless double beta 

decay: nn→ppe–e–

• can we look for anti-matter 
turning into matter?



Tough
• anarchy prefers normal hierarchy
• quite difficult to reach the sensitivity levels
• but if LBL discovers inverted hierarchy, it is 

in a much better shape!



Strategy in Japan



obvious

• amazing tradition in neutrino physics since 
1987, especially since 1998

• great assets

• J-PARC

• Kamioka observatory

• strong public interest

• US is “catching up”, Europe dropped it



Hyper-Kamiokande 
‣Leptonic CP Violation
‣Nucleon Decays
‣Astroparticle physics

7

higher intensity ν by 
upgraded J-PARC

Hyper-K

SunSupernova

x25 Larger ν Target
& Proton Decay Source

Proton 
Decays

~0.6GeV  νμ
295km baseline

Excellent Strategy



Strategy in Japan?
• Too expensive?
• Can it be staged?  1Mt = 4×250kt
• multiple technologies?

• SuperKamLAND for multiple oscillations?
• shorter baseline, lower energy, on-axis
• or Gd-HK?

• Are systematics really under control?
• Can J-PARC host short-baseline program?
• near detector complex already exists

• DAEδALUS-like accelerator in Toyama? 
(Jarah Evslin)

• what is beyond KamLAND-ZEN?



don’t forget p-decay

• Minimal SUSY SU(5) GUT was 
“excluded” (HM, Pierce)

• But mh=125GeV suggests mSUSY≥10TeV
• νK+ suppressed, e+π0 enhanced

⌧p(⌫̄K) = 4⇥ 1035yrs sin4 2�

✓
0.1

ĀR

◆2 ✓ MS

102TeV

◆2 ✓ MHC

1016GeV

◆2

⌧p(e
+⇡0) = 5⇥ 1034yrs

✓
MX

0.8⇥ 1016GeV

◆4

J. Hisano et al, arXiv:1304.0343, 1304.3651

e+π0 further enhanced ×10, no νK+

focus point gauge mediation, Fukuda et al arXiv:1508.00445
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Figure 3: GUT scale MGUT ≡ (M2
XMΣ)1/3 as functions of gluino mass M3 (pink lines).

Here, tan β = 3 and MS = 103 TeV. Upper and lower lines correspond to M2 = 300 GeV
and 3 TeV, respectively. Error bars indicate the input error of the strong coupling constant
αs(mZ) = 0.1184(7) [49]. Horizontal blue line shows a result in the case of low-energy
SUSY (MS = 1 TeV, M2 = 200 GeV, and M3/M2 = 3.5).

First, we consider the color-triplet Higgs mass MHC
. In Fig. 1, we plot the dependence

of MHC
on the SUSY breaking scale MS in the pink lines. Here, the wino mass M2 is fixed

to be 3 TeV, which is favored from the thermal relic abundance, and tan β = 3. The ratio
of the gluino and wino masses, M3/M2, is set to be M3/M2 = 3, 9, and 30 from top to
bottom, respectively. Further, we show the error of the calculation coming from that of
the strong coupling constant αs(mZ) = 0.1184(7) [49]. The horizontal blue line shows a
result in the case of low-energy SUSY (MS = 1 TeV, M2 = 200 GeV, and M3/M2 = 3.5)
as a reference. In this case, we have 8.6 × 1014 ≤ MHC

≤ 1.4 × 1015 GeV. This figure
well illustrates the feature read from the approximated expression given in Eq. (20); MHC

increases as the SUSY breaking scale grows while it decreases when the ratio M3/M2

becomes large. To see the latter feature more clearly, we show its dependence on the
gluino mass M3. Again, we set tanβ = 3, and the SUSY breaking mass is fixed to be
MS = 103 TeV. The upper and lower lines correspond to M2 = 3 TeV and 300 GeV,
respectively. These two figures show that MHC

is strongly dependent on MS and M3/M2.
Therefore, to predict the mass with high accuracy, precise determination of the masses
of gauginos as well as the SUSY breaking scale is inevitable. Any way, in the high-scale
SUSY scenario it is found to be possible for the mass of the color-triplet MHC

to be around
∼ 2× 1016 GeV, which is expected by the gauge coupling unification.

Next, we discuss constraints on M2
XMΣ derived from the relation (21). From now

on we define MGUT ≡ (M2
XMΣ)1/3 and refer to it as the GUT scale. The equation (21)

tells us that the GUT scale depends on only the gaugino masses at the leading order, so

9
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matter of comparison in Fig. 1(b) we repeat the same procedure, but in the opposite case

in which the Universe is SCDM, and hence dV/dz is calculated accordingly. In both cases

one can see that the curve of the predicted flux based on the correct cosmology tracks the

observed one while the predicted flux based on the wrong cosmology deviates by a significant

amount from the observations. In practice we expect the curves of the predicted flux will be

replaced by histogram bins based on the observation of O(5000) CC SNe and the observed

flux will be based on the observation of O(1000) electron anti-neutrino events. Up to now

we have demonstrated that our proposal works in the idealized case. Below we will discuss

how in practice our method can be applied in more realistic cases.
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(a) (b)

FIG. 1: The neutrino differential event number vs. the predicted one using the future-observed

supernova rates. The observed differential event number is plotted in green and corresponds to the

differential flux folded with the cross section using our above projection. The red (blue) curves

correspond to the predicted differential flux assuming ΛCDM, ΩM = 0.3 and w = −1, (SCDM,

ΩM = 0.3 and w = 0) cosmology. The true cosmology is ΛCDM in (a) and SCDM in (b). Normal

hierarchy is assumed and the input values for the neutrino fluxes are given in Table II.

III. MEASURING THE CORE COLLAPSE RATE VIA SN OBSERVATORIES

Before considering the details of the direct observation of core collapse rate, we first

compare the present and future methods of SN-rate determination and explain why we
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dark energy in SNRN
ΩM=0.3,  ΩΛ=0.7

ΩM=0.3,  ΩΛ=0

Hall, HM, Papucci, Perez, hep-ph/0607109



dreaming up

• dream: detect cosmic background neutrinos

• AND detect the asymmetry in them

• ultimate test of leptogenesis

• dream: anisotropy to test standard 
cosmology back to t=1 sec 

• (cf. 380k yr in CMB)
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